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The MAP 
(…To help you move from where you are now to where you want to go….) 

 

 

 

 

1. P: PULL PURPOSE  

Why and What does it mean? You don’t need to PUSH yourself, you want to have something to 

PULL you toward it. Think about it, if you see a beautiful attractive charming boy or girl, if you are 

single, you tend to be attracted by her; chances you don’t need anybody pushes you, you go to her or 

him. Or let take a simple example that you are hungry, you see delicious food in front of you, you 

tend to go to it effortlessly. It is the power of PULL. That’s why companies and organisations apply 

PULL strategy instead of PUSH strategy.  

 

(using PULL to get the benefits of more than 90% drivers of your behaviours) 

Here  There  

THE MAP 
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Example of my story 1: When I was a kid, I had a burning desire ---making a change in people’s 

lives- didn’t know HOW but I just felt it strongly -  I came from different events like I almost got 

kidnapped and died because of a serious accident and drowning a river, losing my younger sister and 

also my aunt….and also from seeing my parents work so hard with different jobs to raise up four kids, 

seeing my siblings dropped schools and lived on their own feet…With BURNING eyes, I wrote down 

in my journal – I will CHANGE the world…nothing is impossible, impossible does not exist in the 

dictionary (I knew it is actually a famous quote now…so you know you actually can create a quote at 

some moments….) 

I had a title one of the most stubborn miserable old kid – just because I was driven, always studied, 

always focused, imagine you see somebody that always focused on a direction and refused to cook, 

refused to join some fun events with friends, never stopped no matter what achievement she got, 

always strived more….Everyone seemed to try to PUSH me away from my DESIRE….but that 

DESIRE purpose it just strong so strong so strong …it just burned inside here…You guys here 

actually PULL me here today... 

Example of my story 2: Writing my first book, …..PULLL me…strong to finish it even though at that 

time I quite the job and didn’t have any finance…You just cannot stop it…feeling is so strong… 

So why? It motivates you, it excites you…it keeps you on track…it helps you overcome challenges… 

…A task for you: Write down 1 thing that you have a burning desire to change to take action to 

create positive results (e.g., get fit, be happier, be a writer, etc)…Just write down that one thing first, 

if you can work on that one thing first, you can work on other things that you want to change with a 

same process.  

Now share it with the person opposite to you in 2 minutes  

 

Steps to create a PULL PURPOSE: RESTORY 

(Quote: stories are stories, stories are created, we cannot change the past stories but we can change 

the meaning of them and we can create new ones. The fundamental is to create stories that 

empower us) 

The following is just an example of making a change in doing more exercise: 

 Old you  New you 

What  Not doing exercise, sleep until 

late     

Running every morning at 6am 

to get fit   

Re-story the 

stories/situations/contexts 

associated with the old you  

I don’t want to   I wake up and I will go for a run 

in the nature, I then feel 

energetic and vibrant  

Results   Not productive  Productive  

Purpose  No point  Feel vibrant and reach full 

potential  
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Paint the picture with a PASS 

goal 

Painful  Powerful  

  

  


